
A Bunch 961 

Chapter 961: Design! 

“Mortal, do you desire power?” 

Brother Dog, who was telling sunny a story, suddenly tensed up. He looked over with a strange 

expression. When he saw the crumpled scroll jump onto a big rock and say this to him, brother dog felt a 

bad feeling. 

How could it be like this? The style was ruined… 

Also, why is there a new person? 

“Mortal, answer me…” 

 

Seeing that Titan was in a daze, the female voice in the scroll became even more severe. There was a 

kind of pressure from a high-level creature in the voice, making the entire voice sound even more 

magical. If it was an ordinary aboriginal, they might have bowed at the end.., however, at this moment, 

Brother Dog’s head was filled with a different scene. 

A group of people sat in front of the phone. After a male salesperson was ridiculed by the opposite 

party, another female salesperson beside him immediately pulled him away and said, “You trash, get out 

of the way, watch me! !” 

“I. . . Don’t desire power, I desire tits!”Brother Dog spoke of a wise saying that once belonged to a 

Husky. 

On the other end of the scroll, Maya’s eyelids twitched when she heard that. She laughed angrily at the 

female knight and said, “This kid is not small, looks like he has quite a bit of guts too!” 

The female knight said calmly, “He has great guts and looks. He is a man of great potential!” 

Maya:”…” 

So, as long as he was from the Titan system, he would have some advantages… 

“But from the looks of it, he doesn’t want to cooperate anymore…”the female knight loosened her 

muscles. “I’ll force my way in…” 

“This…”Maya frowned. “Are you sure? The elemental strength of this planet is still unknown. It’s very 

risky to go back in time without a summon!” 

“It’s fine…”the female knight took off her armor, revealing a body of muscles that were so perfect that 

even the starlight was a little dim. “My body can withstand the tearing of a level-19 spatial strength. This 

planet definitely can’t have such strength!” 

“HMM… there’s no other way…”Maya lowered her head and thought for a moment, then she said, 

“However, you can’t make too much noise, or else it will attract the attention of another lord. This scroll 



has an owner. We were originally stealing it. If you make too much noise and the other party knows of 

your existence, it will be very troublesome.” 

Hearing that, the female knight frowned. “This scroll has an owner? I thought that it was a summoning 

scroll created by an indigenous alchemist. If that’s the case, hasn’t this passage been used by someone 

just now?” 

Maya shook her head. “No, perhaps it hasn’t been done yet…” 

“If that’s the case…”the female knight narrowed her eyes. “Then what should I do?” 

Maya said, “I can use the control spell to hypnotize the space elements, allowing the laws there to 

ignore you as much as possible. On the other hand, you should try your best to restrain your power. 

Even if you encounter some space pulling, you should focus on defense and not destroy it with violence. 

That way, I have the confidence to send you in silently.” 

“Alright…”the female knight nodded. 

“Then let’s begin…”Maya smiled slightly. Her finger gently tapped on the void, and a crack slowly 

opened up. The female knight could clearly see that the space that was forcefully torn apart was actually 

moving to both sides like a stream of water. 

Meanwhile, the huge storm that had originally been created due to the tearing of space within the space 

began to soften under Maya’s control. 

This caused the female knight to squint her eyes slightly. A divine level confusion spell could hypnotize 

elemental substances, make fire think that she was water, and make the flowing wind think that she was 

an immovable mountain. It was simply a BUG-like existence. 

This kind of opponent was very difficult to deal with, which was why top-notch illusionists had always 

been one of the troubles that she hated the most in battles. Fortunately, this kind of existence was on 

her side now. 

At the thought of this, the female Knight took a deep breath and slowly stepped into the space. After 

entering, she suddenly found that her body became smaller, visible to the naked eye. 

From a star-grade Titan with a perfect body, she began to turn into a harmless little girl. 

The female knight frowned, and Maya’s voice immediately came from the space, “Don’t be surprised, 

this is just the reflection of the matter after being hypnotized. What you see is also the illusion of the 

reflection of light and Shadow!” 

Hearing that, the female Knight felt slightly relieved. The illusionist had deceived the elements, and the 

reflection of the light elements was naturally what the elements thought after they were hypnotized. In 

this way, it could be explained that she had become like this. 

Then, just as the female knight was thinking about this, a huge space tearing sensation suddenly 

attacked her, and for a moment, the female knight almost felt like her body was about to be torn apart. 

It was stronger than she had imagined… 



The female knight frowned slightly. After taking a deep breath, she continued to walk into the chaotic 

spatial storm in front of her. However, the further she went in, the smaller her body became. In the end, 

she actually became the size of a baby. 

This weak appearance made the female knight rather uncomfortable. She immediately frowned and 

said, “Is it not done yet?” 

On the other end, Maya had a strange expression. She muttered, “As expected of the commander who 

once came out from Titan’s Ace Army. What terrifying physical strength. Even after being sealed by 90% 

, he can still resist the star-grade storm! !” 

At the thought of this, Maya quickly formed a seal with both of her hands, and an incomparably 

complicated refining array appeared outside the spatial link. Those who were knowledgeable would 

definitely be able to recognize that this was the elven family’s royal secret technique: Zero Seal! 

It was the top sealing technique in the universe, the seven demon gods that had once been used by the 

elven royal family to seal the seventh level of space that had escaped! 

———— — 

On the other side, Brother Dog and sunny saw the scroll floating in the air, and then the space where the 

scroll was located actually shattered like glass. On the other side of the crack where the scroll was 

shattered, brother dog could feel an incomparably terrifying energy. 

“Uncle Growl…”sunny hid behind brother dog like a kitten. 

“Don’t be afraid!”Brother Dog took a deep breath. He suddenly regretted not burning this thing 

yesterday. Indeed, he didn’t have any sense of danger! 

At the thought of this, he took out his exquisite spear from his space bag and steadied himself. He 

concentrated all his energy to the extreme! 

The next second, the space shattered with a bang, and a pink sound fell to the ground. Without even 

looking, brother dog raised his spear and stabbed at the thing that fell out! 

When Sunny saw that thing, she immediately screamed, “No! !” 

“Good move! !” 

The Pink and tender little meatball that fell out was naturally the female knight. At this moment, she 

was in her infant form, but she was very calm as she watched brother dog stab out with his spear. 

From a close distance, she could see the female knight even more clearly. This junior’s body was indeed 

well-polished, and his strength was also very strong. He was a rare junior, and his strength was just 

average… The teacher who taught the spear technique should be an ordinary person… … 

With the opponent’s tiny strength, it was naturally impossible for him to hurt her. However, it was 

better for her to give some pointers to this junior. 



At the thought of this, the female Knight’s tender palm moved. She wanted to use her fingers to catch 

her opponent’s spear and then adjust her opponent’s posture to give him some pointers on how to use 

the spear. 

However, in a split second, she suddenly realized that her body could not keep up with her 

consciousness. Her consciousness should have caught the spear by now, but her hand movements could 

only lift it slightly, becoming extremely difficult! ! 

What was going on? 

At this moment, the female knight finally reacted. That was not right. Her infant form should have been 

because the light and shadow of the distorted space had been hypnotized to reflect this form. After 

leaving that space, she should have returned to her original form! 

——– — 

In the distance, Maya, who was watching the long spear stabbing towards the female knight, smiled 

coldly. “It ends here, the last commander of the Titan Army…” 

Chapter 962 Imminent Danger! 

“Don’t, uncle! !” 

Brother Dog’s spear stopped at the critical moment. The first time he stopped was when he saw what 

the Pink meatball was, then, Sunny’s voice made him stop completely. 

The spear stopped on the forehead of the baby girl. The sharp edge of the spear still left a tiny bloody 

mark on the baby’s delicate skin. As the golden blood flowed out, the female knight finally realized.., 

what element was her body being deceived by? ! She had been deceived! 

At the thought of this, the female knight was extremely furious. She had actually been betrayed by her 

own people? Moreover, that person was Lady Evya’s most trusted Maya. Was It Lady Evya who wanted 

to scheme against her or Maya? 

But why? 

 

Holding onto her anger and doubt, the female knight could not help but cry out. However, her cry was 

like a baby’s cry. The aggrieved cry made brother dog’s scalp go numb. He hurriedly threw the spear in 

his hand onto the ground… . . 

At the sight of the Titan’s descendant, the horseman screamed even louder! 

Behind the scene, sunny ran over and hugged the crying baby girl, complaining, “Uncle, you scared the 

baby!” 

Brother Dog:”…” 

What the hell is going on. 

———- — 



“Oh? That’s all right?”Maya stared coldly at the shrinking rift in space, her eyes flashed with a cold light. 

She looked at the female knight who almost had dogleading safe and sound with some regret. However, 

she was unable to go up and make the final cut. 

She had used the zero seal on the passage. Even if she were to approach the passage now, she would 

still be sealed… … 

Forget it. Since she was temporarily disabled now, she shouldn’t be able to interfere with her big plan… 

… 

At the thought of this, Maya looked at the huge snake faintly, and her face revealed an infatuated look. 

“Long time no see, teacher Sandro!” 

.. 

On the other side, David accompanied Count Spain to welcome Luke. Constantine’s army, tens of 

thousands of fully armed soldiers entered the city in an orderly manner. David noticed that at the end of 

the army, there were many injured soldiers, at least four to five thousand of them. 

The situation was not right… 

“Sir…”spurin followed behind Luke with a charming smile. “Why did you think of coming to Our Place?” 

Luke glanced at spurin coldly, not even bothering to answer, he only ordered coldly, “Provide the 

soldiers with the best food, and recruit all the doctors in the town, as well as wine. From today onwards, 

all wineries are no longer allowed to use grain to brew wine, and all citizens will hand over 90% of their 

stored grain! “! ! !” 

“This… This…”Spaulding started stammering. 

Luke glared at him. “If you can’t do it, I’ll get someone else to do it for you!” 

“If you can do it, then you can do it! !”Spaulding naturally did not dare to force the other party. It was 

obvious that the other party did not intend to follow the noble rules at all. 

He could not afford to offend a warlord who did not follow the rules… 

David frowned slightly and stepped forward. “Sir, is the situation very serious? If It’s serious, I’m afraid 

that our soldiers are not suitable for the job of city defense. We need to borrow your hands!” 

Hearing that, Luke paused for a moment and looked at the tough temperament on David’s body. His stiff 

face softened slightly. “You’re not bad. What’s Your Name?” 

“David Duke Jones. I was once a division commander under the Red River Duke…” 

“Old Bundy’s subordinate?”Luke’s face softened when he heard that. He nodded and said, “Are you 

familiar with the defense situation here?” 

“I’ve been here for more than 30 years. You should be familiar with it…”David laughed. 

“Alright, I’ll let Abel lead an infantry and an archery team to cooperate with you. He’s also Old Bundy’s 

subordinate. You should have a tacit understanding…” 



“Lord Bundy’s Men?”David’s heart skipped a beat. “That… that Lord Bundy…” 

“Bundy is one of the Guardians of Blue Dragon City…”Luke patted him on the shoulder. “If he’s Lucky, 

you’ll see him in a few days…” 

Then he led the officers to the inner hall of the castle. The soldiers needed a rest, and now they needed 

an urgent meeting to discuss the situation. 

——– — 

In the assembly hall, once the Blue Dragon City gathered 17 generals now only three people, if the old 

Bundy they are fine, also can gather up to five people, and the army was less than one-tenth! 

In the past, Blue Dragon City had gathered the forces of more than thirty great city lords, a million male 

armor, and even half of the Griffin Army of the Empire. Together with the assistance of the mages 

gathered by the southern nobles, it was not impossible to rebuild the empire. 

However, everything was sliced into pieces by that incomparably terrifying sword! ! 

Now that they thought about the power they faced that day, Luke and the others felt an incomparable 

sense of despair. 

Fortunately, after the city was broken, the Strange Army did not pay any attention to them at all. Lord 

Swain led the army straight through the city, as if they were just passing by. 

The ones who caused them to suffer heavy losses were the scattered monsters behind the army, and 

just those scattered monsters almost wiped out their entire army! 

Those things in the northern forest were obviously not things that humans could resist! 

“Let’s get down to business…”Luke said weakly, “We still have to pass!” 

One of the generals nodded and took out a map. “According to Old Bundy, who risked his life to follow 

Swain’s troops, that terrifying army split into three directions, heading towards the direction of Skye 

City, Blue Ding City, and White Rock City. We have concluded that Swain’s goal is probably not the 

southern human cities.” 

Luke said, “The city that Skye City continues to travel south is molundo. Whether it’s population or 

resources, it’s not very valuable. Its only value is the barrier of the southern plains. If I’m not wrong, the 

goal of this path is not for our city, but for the Southern Plains.” 

After a pause, he continued, “Blue Ding city was once a supply city of the west sea port. It must pass 

through. White Rock City is the only supply city in the East Sea region. According to the logic of Skye 

City, Swain’s purpose should be two sea areas!” 

“Why does he need these things?”Everyone was puzzled. 

“I don’t know…”. “…”Luke shook his head. “An existence with that kind of power might have reached a 

height that we can not imagine. However, there is one thing that old Bundy’s deduction is correct. By 

avoiding those three routes, we can avoid the pursuit of those monsters to the greatest extent, because 



those things are more like wild beasts that follow behind the troops of Swain to hunt for food…”. “…”. 

“…” 

“But this isn’t a solution…”the oldest general on the right frowned and said, “The size of Kate City can’t 

support so many of our soldiers!” 

While they were talking, a soldier suddenly ran in in panic. 

“Sir!” 

“What’s Wrong?”Luke, who hadn’t had time to catch his breath, suddenly frowned. 

“There’s a situation outside the city!” 

“No Way?”They looked at each other and felt a chill in their hearts. 

—- — 

Outside the city gate, a muscular giant slowly approached with a group of soldiers. The Giant’s entire 

body was green and black, and his bulging veins covered his entire body, making him look extremely 

ferocious. 

At this moment, if brother dog or David were here, they would definitely be able to feel that this giant’s 

face was somewhat familiar. 

“Oh… it’s really nostalgic…”the giant’s hoarse voice sounded, with a kind of intense excitement and 

malice! ! ! 

Chapter 963: Familiar Guy… 

“Do you see what those are?” 

On the city gate, Luke looked at the outside of the city with a serious face. It was dark outside. Ordinary 

people couldn’t even see their fingers without the light of the fire, but a general like Luke.., it was not a 

problem to see more than 100 feet through the light of the fire. 

“It looks like a soldier…”Luke replied after observing for a while. 

The two generals who had just come up to the city district tensed up when they heard that. Could it be 

that Bundy’s deduction was wrong? 

If that was the case, it would really be over… 

 

“But it’s a little different…”Luke continued. 

“You should finish your sentence in one breath…”the general rolled his eyes. 

Luke ignored his teammate’s complaints, instead, he continued to observe as he said, “In terms of form, 

they’re about the same size. They’re the size of a human, and they’re green and black all over. However, 

what’s different is that the regular army under Lord Sweyne’s command has very uniform equipment. 



They’re all wearing bone armors made from the bones of some kind of creature, and these guys are…”. 

“… ” 

The two generals beside him hurriedly looked over as well. 

In the pitch-black wilderness, more than a dozen human-shaped soldiers were peeping over. Their eyes 

were bewitching green like cat’s eye stones, but their equipment was very different. Some were wearing 

leather armor, and some were wearing imperial chain armor, moreover, they all looked a little tattered, 

and their weapons were also very messy. Some were holding iron spears, and some were holding large 

knives. They were not like the army that they had seen before, where all of them were holding ice-blue 

swords. 

How should they describe them? If Swain’s men looked like regular troops, then these people looked 

like wandering soldiers. 

“But there are also regular guys…”Luke pointed to another corner. 

The two generals looked in the direction that Luke pointed to. Then, they saw a fully armed soldier 

standing beside a green-black giant at the entrance of the forest outside the city. 

The soldier was covered in pitch-black armor. The style of the armor was very similar to the skeleton of 

some creature, and it was exactly the same as the soldier they had encountered before. 

“Luke, what do you think?”The two generals asked after taking a deep breath. 

Luke’s brows were tightly furrowed, and he couldn’t think of anything for a moment. However, David, 

who had been observing from the city wall, said, “This is very similar to the pattern of the orc tribe.” 

“Huh?”The few of them immediately looked at David. 

David didn’t seem nervous when he saw the few generals looking at him, david calmly said, “In the orc 

tribe, after the army, there will usually be an elite orc who will bring some scattered braves to harvest 

the side battlefield. The elite orcs are well-equipped and skilled in martial arts, while the scattered 

braves are mostly low-level fighters like goblins or gnolls. They all come from subordinate tribes and 

usually don’t have enough equipment. Many goblins have to use wooden sticks to fight with others.” 

“Eh…”the few of them had survived in the northern battlefield. Now that he mentioned it, they seemed 

to be quite similar. … 

“Not bad…”Luke looked at David with admiration again. “It’s a waste of talent for a person like you to 

come to such a small place instead of staying on the battlefield…” 

“Miss Guardian, it’s not a waste of talent…”David returned the salute. 

The others immediately realized that this guy was a loyal knight. They immediately remembered that old 

Bundy knew about this place because his daughter had married into it. 

It seemed that Bundy did not care about his daughter as much as the rumors said. It was just a pity for 

this man. 



“If it’s sanyong, he should be on the same level as the monsters we met on the way, right?”The red-

bearded general said while stroking his beard. 

“That’s the one that’s more troublesome…”Luke looked at the armored soldier in the distance and said, 

“It’s best to wait for Old Bundy to return. We’ll attack him from both sides. The hope will be greater.” 

David was stunned when he heard that. He said in confusion, “Sir… then… that guy should be alone, 

right?” 

They had at least 50,000 soldiers here, and they were all elites. He was a little puzzled that they didn’t 

attack him immediately, but they still needed to wait for reinforcements? What kind of joke was this? 

Looking at David’s puzzled look, Luke sighed and said faintly, “Don’t measure these guys with common 

sense. They are far more terrifying than you think…” 

The senior officers around seemed to have recalled something, and their faces turned pale. 

When the city was broken, Luke and the others did not lose the courage to fight. They suspected that 

Swain had relied on some alchemy weapons to do such an exaggerated thing, so they also tried to let 

their cavalry charge through. 

Thirty Thousand Dragon Horse Riders, plus a thousand Griffin riders, were all gone in a single exchange. 

and the ones who caused such a terrible loss were only Swain’s ten-man team! 

David had never experienced such a scene, but looking at the pale faces of the people, his heart could 

not help but skip a beat. Was it really that exaggerated? 

Then he looked outside, wanting to observe the soldier that Lord Luke was afraid of. 

But suddenly, David noticed something that caught his attention. 

The giant standing next to the armored soldier seemed familiar. 

Where had he seen him before? 

David furrowed his brows. An unexplainable uneasiness welled up in his heart, and he began to think 

carefully. 

The giant seemed to have noticed David’s gaze as well. It stood hundreds of feet away, raised its head, 

and gave David a cold smile. Then, it made a Knight’s salute. 

This Knight’s salute was a unique etiquette of the Red River clan. The giant’s movements were a little 

stiff and carried some southern habits. He looked more like a beginner. 

Seeing this scene, David was like a bolt of lightning. He instantly realized who the giant was. 

It was actually that dog! 

How did he become like this? Mutated? What did he want to do by running back? 

David felt a chill down his spine. No, I have to get Miss Sunny out of here as soon as possible! 

—— — 



“The city walls of such a small city are quite well-built…”the soldier’s cold voice sounded in a deep voice. 

“Are you sure there’s a way out of this city?” 

“I’m sure!”The giant grinned. “There’s an old man in this city who built a cellar that leads out of the city. 

I don’t know the exact location, but I do know that there’s such a thing.” 

“Very good. If you can find such a place, I’ll give you a second-class merit. If you can find the tunnel, I’ll 

give you a first-class merit and give you a chance to apply for it!” 

“Thank you, sir! !”The giant said excitedly. 

The soldier nodded and then released a blue insect behind him. The insect moved its body and instantly 

disappeared into the dark forest. 

The giant hesitated and said, “Sir… if we find the tunnel, we don’t need to break the city. Do We need to 

call Sir Prance?” 

“There are three generals inside!”The soldier said coldly, “We need to capture them alive. Those people 

are different from you. The probability of becoming a netherworld seed is very high…” 

The giant lowered his head and a twisted expression flashed across his face! 

Chapter 964 Grandpa who returned safely… 

What should he do? What should he do? 

David’s face was pale. After recognizing the giant’s identity, his heart was filled with extreme fear! 

Damn it, the heavens really didn’t have eyes. How could such a piece of trash come back alive? 

That’s right, through the giant’s stiff and unique Knight’s salute, David finally recognized that guy as 

SSENMING! 

The siming that he spent 10 years to carefully nurture and originally intended to be Miss’s guardian 

knight, the dog that consumed most of Miss’s resources for 10 years and finally betrayed her! 

 

After the incident in the Imperial City, David never thought that this dog would come back alive. What 

he wanted to come back alive was that Siming who refused to be recruited by many nobles and firmly 

became Miss’s guardian… … 

To be honest, he was a good kid. If he had known that something like that would happen in the imperial 

city, he would not have let Sim go back then. It would have been great if he had stayed by the young 

lady’s side and did not have the status of a knight. 

But now, the worst thing had happened… 

Because David knew that that fellow, Sven ‘ming, knew about the cellar… … 

Although he did not know the exact location, David, who had raised Sven ‘Ming as his son, had told him 

about it when he was drunk. 



What should he do? 

At the thought of this, David broke out in cold sweat. Logically speaking, he should have reported this 

matter to General Luke and the others so that they could immediately destroy the cellar. 

But the key was that the young lady was there, and she was also following a Beastman’s sword saint! 

How could he explain this? 

If there was a conflict, would the Beastman Hurt Miss Sunny? 

Even if the ORC said that he was here to repay the favor, he would not completely trust an orc. The 

reason why he was alone with Miss Sunny these days was because of the situation. 

Under such circumstances, he did not dare to bet on the ORC’s determination to repay the favor… … 

But if he did not report it, once that bastard found the location of the cellar, it would be over! 

He had to go back and ask Miss Sunny to withdraw from the cellar! 

“What’s Wrong?”Noticing David’s nervous look, Luke glanced at him and asked. 

“Oh…”David quickly said, “I… Maybe the food I ate just now isn’t right, and I feel a little uncomfortable 

in my stomach…” 

Hearing that, Luke smiled and said, “If you feel uncomfortable in your stomach, hurry up and solve it. If 

there’s a fight later and someone beats the shit out of you, it won’t be good…” 

The people around burst into laughter. David also looked embarrassed. 

“Go, go…”Luke waved his hand. “Come back as soon as you’re done…” 

“Yes, Sir…” 

David breathed a sigh of relief and quickly walked down the city gate. However, the eyes of Luke who 

was looking at his back became a little gloomy. 

“What’s Wrong?”The red-bearded general asked curiously. 

“That soldier is lying…”Luke said faintly. 

“Lying at this time? Why?”The red-bearded general was puzzled. “Besides, didn’t you say that old 

Bundy’s men are very reliable?” 

“People change. He has been away from Old Bundy for thirty years…” 

The red-bearded general was silent for a few seconds. “Do you want to send someone to follow him?” 

“This guy is a veteran, and he’s a silver knight. The excellent scouts in the team have all been given to 

Old Bundy. I can only ask you to make a trip…””Me?”Red Beard frowned and looked down the city. 

“It doesn’t matter…”Luke said, “There are only a few dozen people. They won’t say that you’ll be 

captured in a meeting. Also, I see that they haven’t made a move yet, so they probably don’t have the 

strength to attack the city.” 



“Okay…”the red-bearded general nodded. “If there’s a situation, tell the soldiers to blow the bugle. I’ll 

come back immediately…” 

—————- 

On the other side, after David went down the city gate, he quickly walked toward the toilet. He looked 

very anxious, but when he reached the toilet, he immediately jumped over the wall and jumped over 

the other side. Then, he quickly ran toward his own cellar. 

The eyes of the red-bearded general in the distance turned cold. Luke was right. There was really 

something wrong with this soldier! 

Then, with a step, his fat body appeared extremely agile. He quietly followed a hundred meters away 

from David. 

——– — 

On the other side, after David and the red-bearded general left, the soldier on the city wall suddenly 

noticed something and hurriedly said, “Sir, there’s a fire in the distance!” 

Hearing the news, Luke quickly walked to the entrance of the city wall and looked in the direction that 

the soldier pointed. With his excellent eyesight, he could immediately see clearly that it was old Bundy’s 

troops outside! 

“That’s great, Luke, Old Bundy and the others are fine!” 

Luke’s expression changed, “Quickly send out the warning signal!” 

The general next to him only remembered that there were enemies outside the city when he heard that! 

He immediately shouted, “Quick! !” 

A silver-tier knight beside him hurriedly took out a gunpowder barrel and lit it up. Then, he shot it into 

the sky. 

After a loud bang, a red light streaked across the sky. When the Bondi troops below the city gate saw 

this, they immediately stopped in their tracks and quickly took up the defensive formation of a square 

formation! 

“Send out a meeting signal. Prepare to go out of the city to receive them!”Luke said with a solemn 

expression. 

“Yes! !”The soldier quickly sent out another yellow signal. 

On the other side, after seeing the signal, Bondi’s expression became serious. He also signaled for the 

soldiers to send out a yellow signal in response. 

After 15 minutes, the city gates slowly opened. Under Luke’s lead, over 10,000 soldiers carefully walked 

out of the city gates. They were all in a defensive stance as they walked step by step towards Bondi’s 

direction. 

The troops of Bundy were also carefully moving in this direction. 



After the two sides met, Bundy, who was wearing red armor, dismounted and asked, “What’s the 

situation?” 

“There are scattered enemies outside the city…”Luke replied, “Didn’t you notice when you came?” 

“No…”Bundy shook his head. 

Luke looked around in confusion. He didn’t know when, but the monsters that surrounded the outside 

had disappeared… … 

Was it because they saw the reinforcements and retreated? 

Luke was suspicious, but he did not let down his guard. He commanded, “Maintain the defensive 

formation and slowly retreat into the city!” 

The two combined forces took another 15 minutes to slowly retreat into the city. After the city gates 

were closed, Bundy and Luke’s worried Hearts returned to their stomachs. 

“Looks like they retreated temporarily after seeing the reinforcements…”Luke laughed. “It’s great that 

you’re okay, old Buddy! !” 

“Hehe!”Bundy laughed when he heard that. “I’m not that easy to get into trouble. I wanted to come and 

see my granddaughter!” 

“Granddaughter?”Luke was stunned. He suddenly remembered that Bundy had mentioned that there 

was an unmarried granddaughter of Bundy in Kate City before he came… … 

“Old Man, did you lie to us to come here just to see your granddaughter?”Luke couldn’t help but 

ridicule. 

“How could I?”Bundy said cheerfully. 

On the other side, seeing his former father-in-law’s arrival, the count who was about to come over to 

greet him froze on the spot when he heard the other party mention his granddaughter! 

He suddenly remembered that he seemed to have forgotten to ask if anything had happened to David 

Sunny yesterday… . . 

Chapter 965: Child… Child? 

“Mother, have you heard?” 

In the Count’s residence, Jenny was excitedly acting coquettishly to a graceful and elegant woman. “This 

time, master Christine is going to auction off his own works! !” 

The woman saw her daughter’s appearance and could not help but shake her head. “Are you trying to 

kill your father… ?” 

Kristen was a famous fashion designer in the Empire. Every year, her designs were personally appointed 

by the children of the royal family. Ordinary nobles had no way of buying them even if they wanted to. 



The national banquet was about to begin. Master Kristen had already announced a few of her most 

capable works to the public, especially the blue figure. After she had seen the exhibition, she could not 

forget the amazement she had felt in her heart for a year. 

 

She could not help but sigh deeply at the difference between nobles and nobles. 

It was said that the dress had already been reserved by the king’s third princess, Karen. However, she 

did not expect that something like that would happen in the imperial city before the state banquet had 

even begun. The fall of the Yunduan nobles was only a matter of time… 

After the fall of the Imperial City, Blue Dragon City rose to prominence. The order in the south remained 

stable for the time being, and there were no major problems. However, there were still some changes in 

the structure. 

For example, many nobles who relied on the upper echelons of society were no longer as popular as the 

local nobles. As the designer who had once been praised to the skies, Christine had no choice but to 

change the people she served. 

However, in order not to offend others, they had adopted the auction mode this time. Everyone could 

compete with their financial strength to avoid many disputes. 

After learning about this, the southern noble women’s circle was immediately in an uproar. It was even 

livelier than when the imperial city was gone. Now that the auction was approaching, Jenny was so 

excited that she wanted her family to buy one for her… … 

“There are many wealthy nobles in the South… how would your father have the money to compete with 

them?”The woman rolled her eyes at her daughter and said. To be honest, she herself was envious and 

wanted one, but considering that her husband was only a small earl… 

“Mother…”. Jenny immediately curled her lips and said, “Your Daughter is about to get engaged. There 

will definitely be many noble ladies coming over for such an occasion. If the people who come to 

participate in the auction wear works designed by masters, and your daughter still wears clothes made 

by those rustic tailors in the city, will she lose face?” 

“This…”the noblewoman fell silent, christine was not the only master of this auction. As far as she knew, 

there were more than a thousand pieces that were originally prepared for the royal ladies at the State 

Banquet. If word got out, many noble ladies would have them, it was indeed a little embarrassing that 

her daughter did not have a single piece to hold the fort when she was engaged. 

At the thought of this, the noblewoman finally nodded. “When your father comes back, I’ll tell her…” 

“Thank you, mother!”Jenny happily kissed her mother’s face. 

The noblewoman rolled her eyes. “I’m just helping you to say it, but I can’t guarantee that it will be 

successful. You Can’t blame me if it doesn’t work out.” 

“Mother will definitely do it. Father listens to you the most!”Jenny flattered her. 



“Humph…”the lady glared at her daughter and was about to say something when she suddenly heard 

hurried footsteps from afar. She immediately stopped the private conversation between mother and 

daughter and looked outside. 

Soon, she saw a middle-aged knight in full armor walking in quickly. 

The lady frowned and waited for the other party to come closer before asking, “James, what’s the 

situation?” 

This man was the Guardian Knight she had married when she first came here. He was a man who knew 

the rules very well. He would not wear military armor when he entered the backyard of the Earl’s 

mansion. 

“Madam…”the knight hurriedly saluted after entering the door and hurriedly said, “Something big has 

happened!” 

“Slow down…”the noblewoman said softly, “Are those outsiders going to be levied again?” 

In the morning, she had heard that the new army was going to levy 90% of the grain in Kate City. 

However, this was not a big deal for the agriculture-developed Kate City. They just had to endure for a 

period of time until the autumn harvest, more than half of the grain produced in Kate City every year 

was exported. 

“Duke of Red River City: Lord Bondi Is Here!” 

“Lord Bondi?”The lady was stunned for a moment and stuttered, “It’s… It’s… That Woman’s father?” 

“Yes…”the knight said with a serious expression, “He just arrived. The count is receiving him, but he has 

already mentioned his granddaughter several times. The Count asked me to come back and ask if Lady 

Sunny is still here, right?” 

The noble lady’s face turned pale! 

Jenny pouted and said, “What the F * ck. Yesterday, the ORC broke into the mansion and went directly 

to that little B * TCH. This morning, even David disappeared. Who knows where he went? “It’s not like 

Father doesn’t know about this. Why are you pretending to be ignorant?” 

“Shut up! !”The noble lady suddenly shouted! 

Jenny was startled by the shout and looked at her mother in a daze. 

Her mother’s face was pale as she muttered, “It’s over… There’s going to be a big mess.” 

After the incident yesterday, the master did not ask about the matters of the south courtyard. He was 

also happy and relaxed. Everyone cooperated and did not ask about how sunny was doing because it 

was not a glorious thing for everyone to escape in a hurry yesterday, who would bring up the future of a 

marginal daughter who was not valued? 

If the orc really did do something to her, wouldn’t it appear that the Earl’s manor was very 

incompetent? 

The earl wanted to cover up this matter. As his stepwife, she was also happy to cooperate. 



However, that was under peaceful circumstances. If someone were to pursue this matter, it would be a 

different matter. Perhaps it was because they had been oppressed for too long and did not value it that 

they had forgotten that sunny actually had such a strong backer! 

“Damn it! !”The noblewoman suddenly lost her graceful bearing and said with a hideous and terrifying 

face, “That old thing did it on purpose, right? Why would he suddenly think of his own granddaughter?” 

Seeing his own wife, who was protecting him, calling a duke an old thing, the knight could only pretend 

not to hear it. 

However, he could also understand the misbehavior of his wife. After all, if Duke Bondi had shown a hint 

of remembering his granddaughter, the Earl’s mansion would not have treated miss sunny so poorly. 

“Quick, go to the south courtyard! ! ! !” 

——– 

On the other side, David turned on his running mode and ran toward his scrap iron factory. Of course, as 

a veteran, although he was anxious, he did not forget to pay attention to whether there was anyone 

following him along the way. 

Unfortunately, he had also underestimated the importance Luke placed on him. He would directly send 

a general to follow him. 

After probing a few times, David did not notice anything out of the ordinary. In the end, he still walked 

quickly into the cellar. After all, this matter was extremely urgent. A minute late could lead to a disaster. 

When he entered the cellar, David was extremely nervous. He was afraid that if he came late, he would 

see a scene that he did not want to see! 

However, the worst-case scenario that he had imagined did not happen, but it was not the best case 

scenario either. David had never thought that such a scene would happen… … 

“Uncle David, you’re back?”Sunny still had that angelic smile on her face. 

But the thing in her arms made David’s eyes almost pop out… 

“Child… child? ?” 

“Mm…”sunny smiled sweetly. “Isn’t it cute?” 

David:”…” 

F * ck… What was going on? 

Chapter 966: Invasion 

Can you imagine such a F * cking thing? 

You had no choice but to temporarily hand over your beloved daughter to another man to take care of, 

but the moment you came back, you already had a child! ! 

The key was that it hadn’t even been half a day! ! ! 



“Is it cute?”Sunny was still smiling sweetly. 

“Cute…”David stammered back. 

 

“Uncle David, do you want a hug?”Sunny offered the doll as if it was a treasure. 

“I. . .”David took two steps back. “I need to slow down first. My legs are a little weak…” 

After saying that, David turned around and glared at Brother Dog who was not far away. “What the hell 

is going on?” 

Brother Dog shrunk his neck and said carefully, “This… this is an accident…” 

David’s eyelids twitched. These words made him want to draw his knife and chop people even more! 

“Uncle David, this child is so cute. How about we adopt her?”Sunny said carefully. She found that Uncle 

David didn’t seem to like this child… 

She was obviously so cute… 

The baby girl arched her nose and was expressionless. She had temporarily accepted her current 

situation. The only thing she could do now was to hide and see how to break the damn seal. 

Adopt? 

David’s expression relaxed a lot when he heard this word. He thought to himself, I told you, eggs can’t 

be laid so quickly… … 

But the next second, David’s face turned fierce. “Who told you to go out without permission? Didn’t I 

tell you to stay here? And where did you steal this child?” 

“Uncle David, don’t talk nonsense…”sunny immediately arched her nose and said, “I wouldn’t steal a 

child. This is what my orc brother conjured…” 

David’s expression froze. He looked at brother dog in shock, “You have this skill?” 

Brother Dog:”…” 

No matter how he looked at it, this orc didn’t look like a female. His voice was so thick, and his Adam’s 

apple was bigger than a goose egg… 

Brother Dog was about to explain when his expression suddenly tensed up. He suddenly looked at the 

entrance of the cellar. 

David was stunned and looked over as well. Then, he saw a red-bearded general in white armor! 

“Sir Bob! !”David instantly recognized the other, is the original Peter Family Ace Knight: Bob. Lord Buiter. 

“That guy, Luke, is such a good judge of character… . “the red-haired general had a gloomy look on his 

face. “I thought that a veteran of the battlefield who was trained by Old Bundy would have the basic 

character of a Knight no matter how depraved he was. I didn’t expect him to fall to the level of colluding 

with Orcs!” 



“Sir… Please listen to my explanation!”David quickly said. 

“Explanation?”Bob pulled out the sword on his waist. “Go and explain to the inspection team. My 

responsibility is to send you to the inspection team…” 

“Don’t arrest Uncle David, Uncle David is not a bad person!”Sunny quickly held the child and leaned 

forward. 

“Miss, come back!”David nervously grabbed sunny back. At this time, Sir Bob’s attitude was unclear. It 

would be bad if Miss Sunny was hurt. 

Thinking of this, David looked at Brother Dog and signaled him to help explain. 

However, he found that Brother Dog didn’t even look at Bob. Instead, he looked in another direction 

with a serious expression. 

“Hey… that… what… Hell’s roar, hurry up and explain the misunderstanding…”David urged. 

Hearing this, Bob’s expression tensed up, and he muttered, “Hell’s Roar?” 

Judging from the size of the other party, it was obvious that he was not an ordinary person. And in the 

orcs, most of the people who could be named as Hell’s roar were royalty! 

Why would a royal orc appear here? 

Moreover, wasn’t the name Hell’s Roar a little too arrogant? 

According to what he knew, many Orc clan leaders only had names like Gale’s roar, Thunder’s roar, and 

so on. Even the leader of the Destruction Hammer tribe, Destruction’s roar, did not feel as imposing as 

the other party’s name. 

“Retreat…”brother dog slowly picked up the long spear on the side. 

Seeing this, David’s expression changed, and he shouted, “Don’t you dare act recklessly! !” 

Bob’s pupils constricted. He didn’t dare to be careless in dealing with this kind of royal orc. His muscles 

bulged, and he jumped down from the entrance. The huge sword in his hand was like a bolt of lightning, 

fiercely slashing towards brother dog. 

In an instant, the dim cellar, which only had some light, was illuminated by his sharp sword light. This 

sword light almost made David’s breathing stop. 

He couldn’t help but think that it was terrible, and then he quickly protected sunny behind him. 

Ding… 

A crisp sword sound rang out, and the sharp sword light suddenly stopped. The shocking sword light 

turned back into an ordinary broadsword in front of a huge palm. 

Bob’s entire body trembled, and he looked at the other party with a face full of disbelief. He had not 

held back just now. As an old general on the battlefield, he had used 100% of his strength in the face of 

a Royal Beastman! 



He was confident that even if the destruction roar came personally, he would not be able to receive this 

sword with his bare hands! 

However, this Beastman had done it so easily. He did not even turn his head back, his eyes still looking in 

another dark direction. 

This kind of contempt made bob extremely embarrassed and angry. The veins all over his body bulged, 

and his golden battle spirit soared. He wanted to pull his sword back, but he found that even after using 

all his strength, the broadsword still didn’t move at all. 

Brother Dog slowly tilted his head and glanced at the other party. In an instant, Bob’s imposing manner 

completely disappeared, and he felt his blood turn cold… … 

He also instantly understood that this guy in front of him and he were completely on a different level… 

… 

Who Was this guy? He had been fighting in the north for more than forty years and had never heard of 

such a person! 

“Old Man, don’t cause trouble. Step Back…”seeing that the other party was obedient and let go of his 

palm, Bob immediately staggered back and then looked at the other party with a puzzled expression. 

He could feel that this guy had no killing intent toward him at all. 

Otherwise, with his strength just now, he would have died long ago! 

David was also dumbfounded. He knew that the sword saint of the fire tribe was very powerful, but how 

could he be so powerful? That was a great general, the top-notch combat strength of the Steel Martial 

Empire! 

Brother Dog ignored the astonishment of the two people and looked at the other end of the cellar with 

an extremely grave expression. David had told him that that position was leading to the back mountain 

outside the city. 

He could clearly feel that something very bad was coming… … 

Brother Dog had this feeling before. When he first met those void creatures on Mars, he had the feeling 

that all his hair stood on end! 

That was the feeling of threat! 

Ever since he stepped into the new world, it had been a long time since he had this feeling… … 

Bob also noticed the direction that brother dog was paying attention to. He looked over in puzzlement. 

After a few breaths, a terrifying chill welled up in his heart. 

This feeling was also very familiar to Bob. Just a few days ago, when he was attacked by some terrifying 

fellows, he had this feeling. 

Could it be… 

Ji Ji… 



Just as the atmosphere was heavy, a piercing laugh finally broke the heavy atmosphere. Following this 

laugh, a tall cyan giant walked in with a group of cyan-black soldiers. 

The moment they saw this group of people, both David and Bob felt their hearts sink into an ice cellar! 

Especially Bob, who was familiar with the power of these monsters. His face was extremely pale. Why 

would the monsters outside the city appear here? 

“Long time no see…”the giant’s eyes were filled with bestial excitement. “Uncle David!” 

Chapter 967: the strength of the Regular Army -PartpOne one) 

“Long time no see… Uncle David…” 

The ear-piercing voice was like the sound of sharp teeth grinding against each other, causing 

Goosebumps to rise. However, that familiar expression made David’s face turn extremely pale. 

The thing he was most worried about had finally happened… 

“David… you…”Bob’s face was completely red as he pointed at David with a trembling finger… … 

David’s face was filled with shame. He did not know how to explain himself. He did not collude with the 

enemy, but if Kate City fell into a disaster, he would be the number one sinner! 

 

Thinking of this, David slowly pulled out his sword and activated his battle spirit. As a silver knight, his 

transparent battle spirit was far inferior to that of a general, but everyone could see that he was 

determined to fight to the death. 

In an instant, without any explanation, Bob believed that David was not with the other party. 

“Shisenming?” 

Suddenly, Sunny, who had been silent all this time, opened her mouth and looked at the other party in 

disbelief. 

The atmosphere in the cellar froze when she said this. Brother Dog was also stunned. He looked at the 

other party carefully and could not help but think to himself, “F * ck, I F * cking said that this disgusting 

guy looks so familiar…”. 

When shisenming heard his name, his body stiffened to the extreme. Then, an incomparable excitement 

surged in his heart. He looked at Sunny in a daze. “You Recognize me, Miss Sunny!” 

Sunny’s face was pale as she took two steps back, but she still nodded her head. 

That pitiful look made his blood boil. He wished that he could immediately hold her in his arms and 

make her his exclusive property for the rest of his life. 

He had dreamed of this day for a long time. 



“Sunny, don’t be afraid, Don’t be afraid…”shisenming excitedly took two steps forward, sunny was so 

scared that she kept stepping back. Seeing this, brother dog directly stepped in front of sunny and 

placed him between the two of them. He protected sunny behind him like a mountain. 

“Don’t be afraid…” 

Unlike shisenming’s idiotic tone, Brother Dog’s voice was low and steady. A solid feeling instantly filled 

sunny’s helplessness. It was like a warm fire in an extremely cold winter, facing the long cold winter 

could dispel the cold and fear. 

It made people feel a kind of happy dependence. 

Sunny’s face turned from pale to rosy with Brother Dog’s voice. A hint of confusion flashed in her eyes. 

She liked to listen to books about Knight Heroes Saving Noble girls since she was young. Romantic 

stories always fascinated young girls. 

However, she never thought that she would one day become the female lead in the book, although… … 

This knight looked a little strange… … 

Sunny’s change of expression obviously did not escape the eyes of shisenming. In an instant, 

Shisenming’s heart was filled with an evil fire. The burning jealousy made Shisenming’s already bloody 

face even more ferocious and terrifying. 

“Kill him, kill him, skin him, pull out his tendons, and tear him into pieces! ! !” 

Shisenming roared incoherently, and the entire cellar shook from his roar. It was as if a strong wind had 

poured into it, and the sound was extremely terrifying! 

This power made Bob even more desperate. 

With this roar, more than ten soldiers covered in green and black rushed over in an instant. 

Although they were in human form, the actions of these soldiers were like wild beasts, and their 

pouncing posture was like that of evil spirits! 

“So Fast!”Bob clenched the sword in his hand, and discovered that the speed of these soldiers was so 

fast that his eyes almost couldn’t catch them! 

If they were charging at him, one or two of them might be able to barely parry, but if there were more 

than a dozen of them, he would probably be torn into pieces by these beast-like creatures immediately! 

How would you deal with them? 

Bob looked at Brother Dog nervously. He did not know when, but he had already regarded brother dog 

as his reliance. 

Judging from the strength that the other party had displayed just now, it was not that he did not have 

the ability to fight them. If the other party could hold them off, he would retreat immediately to get 

Luke ready to deal with these monsters! 

David and Sunny’s hearts were also in their throats! 



Chi Chi Chi Chi! 

Finally… “…”. Brother Dog moved. The long spear in his hand turned into a storm of silver light and 

instantly lit up the cellar. Along with the brilliant brilliance, the more than ten aggressive monsters 

instantly turned into a rain of blood and interweaved with the silver light to form a brilliant picture! 

“Hiss! !” 

Bob, who was the first to see the result, immediately sucked in a breath of cold air. He had tried his best 

to overestimate the strength of this orc, but he didn’t expect it to be so terrifying! ! 

Was It a legend? 

When did the orc have such a strong character? 

“Good! !”David’s face was red. From the moment he came into contact with this big orc, it was the first 

time he felt extremely fortunate that the other party could be so strong! 

The young miss had really left sunny with an excellent card back then! 

On the other side, Shisenming stared at the blood rain that filled the sky with his mouth agape. His eyes 

were filled with disbelief as he muttered, “How… how is this possible…” 

He couldn’t understand… 

After experiencing that terrifying elimination and evolution, Shisenming was very clear about the 

strength of those soldiers. More than a dozen of them could instantly tear a general into pieces. Even 

the legendary Rox would definitely not be a match for them! 

Because in the imperial capital, legends were nothing! 

This orc definitely had more than the strength of a legend. Where did he come from? 

Brother Dog shook his long spear, shaking off some of the disgusting flesh and blood on it, and then 

strode towards Shisenming. 

Seeing this, Shisenming retreated repeatedly. The way his huge body retreated in a panic was extremely 

comical. Coupled with his ferocious and terrifying face, the feeling of reversal was especially great. 

Seeing this, brother dog laughed coldly. “I thought that you would at least be better if you became more 

perverted. In the end, you’re no different from that useless person from before!” 

Hearing this, Shi senming, who had fallen to the ground, was shocked. His face was stunned at first, then 

he looked at Brother Dog in shock. After looking at him carefully for a long time, he suddenly said crazily, 

“It’s you… It’s you! ! !” 

“Oh?”Brother Dog was stunned. He didn’t expect that the first person to recognize him would be this 

piece of SH * t. his heart was complicated… … 

Behind him, Sunny was also stunned when she heard Shi Senming’s shout. But suddenly, her eyes lit up, 

and she looked at Brother Dog’s back with Bright Eyes! 



Brother Dog ignored the useless Shi senming. He looked further behind and said indifferently, “How 

much longer do you want to hide?” 

The ones who could give off such a strong sense of threat were definitely not the bastards in front of 

him, although the strength of these bastards was indeed far stronger than the natives here, perhaps 

even the level three life forms under Pu Yunchuan who had undergone druid genetic surgery would not 

be able to fight against them. 

However, they were not qualified to threaten him! 

As soon as Brother Dog spoke, a series of heavy footsteps could be heard from the darkness in the 

distance. A few seconds later, a pitch-black figure slowly walked in front of everyone… … 

Brother Dog narrowed his eyes and looked at the other party. This guy’s body was very similar to the 

soldier he had just killed. Even his face was the same green-black color. The only difference was that his 

entire body was covered in armor that looked like the bones of living creatures. 

His entire body was pitch-black, but the strange thing was that he was extremely eye-catching in this 

dimly lit cellar! 

“Very beautiful spear skills!”That person clapped his hands in admiration. He was only ten feet away 

from brother dog, but he had no intention of pulling out his weapon. It was as if he was not worried that 

brother dog would stab him with his spear! 

The regular army! ! 

Bob’s expression was extremely nervous. After experiencing the defeat of Blue Dragon City, he was very 

clear about the terrifying strength of these regular soldiers in black armor. 

At this time, the female knight who was being held in Sunny’s arms opened her eyes slightly. Looking at 

the soldier, her eyes immediately lit up: Dragon’s blood! ! 

Chapter 968: the strength of the Regular Army (middle) 

Dragon’s blood… 

The female knight recognized at first sight that this soldier had a blood that did not belong to him. 

However, a normal creature, even if it had undergone a mutation, should not be able to withstand such 

a thing… … 

At the thought of this, the female knight stared at the soldier with Bright Eyes. 

Of course, the soldier naturally did not know what kind of existence he was being targeted by. At this 

moment, he was more concerned about brother dog’s incomparably powerful body. 

“Orc, join us. You will have even more power!”The soldier’s tone was rather stiff. He was obviously not a 

person who was good with words. 

 

Brother Dog narrowed his eyes and said coldly, “I am very satisfied with my current power!” 



“That is because you have never seen…”the soldier on the opposite side beckoned brother dog with an 

expressionless face. “Come, I will show you what real power is!” 

That provocative action coupled with an indifferent expression appeared incomparably arrogant in 

Brother Dog’s eyes. The crucial point was that the other party still had no intention of drawing his 

sword. 

A trace of fierceness flashed through Brother Dog’s eyes. With a bang, he fixed the spear on the ground 

and then sent a punch straight at the other party! 

The genetic glory that was carved into his bones made him so angry that he did not even use his 

weapon. This made the female knight who was watching the battle shake her head inwardly. Stupid! 

However… This was also a common problem of our Titan! 

In the Titan genes, it was one thing to be able to fight or not to be able to fight, but it was a lifetime 

thing to not be embarrassed! 

Seeing that the opponent had given up his weapon and directly chose to attack with his bare hands, the 

soldier smiled stiffly. A trace of admiration flashed through his beast-like cold eyes. Then, he did not play 

any tricks. He raised his hand and punched directly at the opponent. 

From the visual effect, Brother Dog’s fist and the other party’s fist were as different as a casserole or a 

quail egg. However, no one would think that this quail egg could not touch this casserole! 

Bang! 

With a loud bang, the entire cellar shook violently. The ground where the two of them stood was 

instantly torn apart like a spider web. Dust filled the air, and the two of them retreated half a step at the 

same time… 

They were evenly matched! ! 

David and Bob’s faces lit up. As long as the orc could face this soldier head-on, no matter the outcome, it 

would have the ability to buy them time. If they found an opportunity to help, they might even be able 

to turn the tide of the battle.., completely annihilate this threat that had appeared out of nowhere! 

However, the female knight in Sunny’s arms did not see it that way. In the loud collision just now, she 

had keenly heard the sound of bones being torn apart. Moreover, she could clearly see that brother 

dog’s huge fist had a slight transformation! 

Clearly, Brother Dog had suffered a loss in the collision just now! 

This made her somewhat surprised. The strength displayed by the two of them was similar. Brother Dog 

had lost because of his physique! 

This was also the hardness of the skeleton. This was very inconceivable because she could see that this 

soldier’s strength had obviously increased through mutation. However, generally speaking, the most 

recent pathological changes in biological mutations were the cells, followed by the flesh, although the 

skeleton would also mutate, it was usually not in a healthy direction. It would rapidly grow and expand 



due to the drastic changes in genes. This was also the reason why most mutated organisms would 

become huge. 

However, such a skeleton had no foundation. In a collision with the same strength, it would be at a 

disadvantage. However, clearly, this was not the case… … 

What exactly was going on? 

Returning to the battlefield, the two of them did not fall into a stalemate after retreating from each 

other. Instead, they were like ferocious beasts that had their wild nature ignited in an instant. A 

bloodthirsty look flashed across the soldier’s face. After saying his goodbyes, he pounced towards 

Brother Dog! 

Brother Dog’s wild nature was also stirred up. The blood in his entire body was boiling. Without the 

slightest hesitation, he also charged forward. It was as if he did not care about the bones in his hands 

being torn apart! 

Bang Bang Bang! ! 

Both of them were not skilled fighters. Their fighting style was extremely straightforward. The simple 

clash of strength was like the exchange of primitive beasts. The entire cellar seemed to have sunk into 

an earthquake under the two’s exchange of blows! 

However, it was precisely this kind of battle that made it easier for people’s blood to boil. The 

audience’s breathing became rapid. If this was the arena, it would definitely be a wonderful visual feast. 

“Unbelievable!” 

The female knight looked at the battle between the two sides. Both sides gave her a feeling of 

incomparable amazement. 

As a Titan, Brother Dog’s excellence had exceeded her imagination. Previously, from his body structure 

and muscle performance, she had confirmed that Brother Dog was a high-quality titan. Now, through 

the battle, the opponent’s explosive power.., the strength of his basic abilities had clearly surpassed the 

strength of a level four life form. She could not sense the life energy wrongly. This guy was a level four 

life form. 

But now, he had displayed the combat strength of a level six life form. Regardless of combat techniques 

or light wheel basic abilities, even a pure-blooded level six thunder warrior wouldn’t be able to 

compare! 

Although my great Titan’s bloodline was indeed the best in the universe, it wasn’t such an excellent 

technique… … The purity of this Green Titan’s bloodline was probably infinitely close to that of the 

ancient Green Titan race! 

And what also surprised her was the other side. 

Yes, to be able to fight head-on with such an outstanding Titan Junior and still have the upper hand, this 

soldier was obviously at level six strength, and moreover, it was one of the very high quality ones among 

level six! 



But How was this possible? 

The female knight narrowed her eyes in puzzlement. As a pure Titan warrior, she was not obsessed with 

technology, but it did not mean that she did not understand. After all, she was a top powerhouse who 

had lived for countless eras.., she was once the commander of the ACE Army of a large force and had 

seen many unique legions nurtured under the magical technology tree. In terms of knowledge and 

experience, she was definitely one of the top in the universe! 

Through her observation, she was very sure that the body strength of this soldier should be around level 

2. Moreover, his bloodline was the standard strength of a native. Even the goblins in the federation 

could not compare to it, even if such a bloodline was mutated, it should definitely not be able to reach 

level 6 strength. 

Otherwise, just a group of level 2 native lifeforms would be able to create a level 6 mutated army, and 

the quality would not be low. A biological lord would have long unified the universe! 

However, the reality was right in front of her eyes. She had to convince the female knight that that 

fellow Andrew seemed to have a way to achieve this! 

Moreover, not only was the increase in the strength of his body incredible, but the equipment on his 

body was also the same. She was very sensitive to the fact that the bone armor on the soldier’s body 

was very unusual. 

The alchemy structure on the bone armor was very exquisite. It was a kind of biological armor with very 

high strength, and it also carried a faint dragon’s might. The two of them fought for a long time, and the 

soldier’s body was hit countless times, however, the bone armor did not show any signs of transforming! 

The female knight could clearly see that every time the skeleton was hit by the punch, it would be 

slightly pressed backwards with flexibility. Then, the force would be spread out very exquisitely, and 

then, through the energy that was absorbed from God knows where, it would quickly recover from the 

transformation. 

Moreover, every time the soldier moved, the bone armor would produce an obvious energy fluctuation 

to adjust the subtle shape to match the soldier’s movements. It looked like a bone armor, but it was 

actually a flowing liquid shape! 

This was a very top-notch biological equipment! 

The female knight made this judgment. 

This made her very puzzled. wasn’t it a little too wasteful to use such a high-level equipment on a 

mutated creature? 

Chapter 969: the strength of the Regular Army (second) 

“Bang! !” 

As the two of them once again exchanged blows, the two of them finally separated for a short period of 

time, each taking advantage of the situation to retreat a few meters away. But what was interesting was 

that the one who took the initiative to retreat was the soldier who had the upper hand! 



David and Bob, who were watching the battle behind Brother Dog, were also complaining about not 

sending them off. They had long wanted to retreat and ask for reinforcements after seeing Brother Dog 

fall into a disadvantageous position, but every time they wanted to move, there was a faint killing intent 

attacking them, they did not dare to act rashly. 

It was very obvious that the other party seemed to be entangled with brother dog, but he still had the 

ability to stop them from leaving in an instant. Therefore, the two of them could only continue to wait 

for an opportunity! 

However, the opportunity did not come, and the injuries on Brother Dog’s body were increasing. This 

time, after the two of them separated, they could clearly see that brother dog’s originally sturdy body 

was dented in many places, his pair of strong fists were also purple-red at this time. They were 

frighteningly swollen. Clearly, his injuries were not light. 

 

In contrast, on the other side, his armor was not damaged at all. His expression was also calm. There 

were no signs of injuries at all! 

“David…”Bob retreated slightly, he leaned closer to David and whispered, “When the two of them fight 

again, when I tell you to run, you quickly take that little girl and run. If that guy comes to stop me, I will 

go up and stop him. As long as you go out of the next corner, I believe that this orc will be able to keep 

him busy…”. “…” 

David was stunned and looked at him in surprise, “But… sir…” 

He knew very well that from the intensity of the fight between the two of them, although Sir was a 

general, if he went up to stop them, he would be killed instantly! 

Bob said, “After you go out, immediately find Luke and ask him to bring a large number of soldiers to 

surround this place. Make sure to leave this soldier behind, we can’t let him go back!” 

Just a single soldier’s combat strength was already so strong. If the other party returned alive and 

reported the information, even if they only sent out a small team, the last combat strength of their steel 

valiant empire would really be gone! 

Soldier? The female knight in Sunny’s arms was stunned. A Guy of this level was just a soldier? This 

native didn’t lose his mind, right? 

“Sir… sir…”David couldn’t bear it and said, “Why don’t we take a look again? Although this orc is 

seriously injured, his aura doesn’t lose to the other party. It’s not like he doesn’t have a chance at all…” 

Bob shook his head. “That guy is very smart. He chose to retreat. If we had continued fighting just now, 

the ORC might still have a little chance, but if we retreat now, there’s no chance at all!” 

These words made the female knight in Sunny’s arms squint her eyes slightly. She thought to herself, 

“Although this native’s level is very low, he can see things very accurately…”. … 

Indeed, what Bob said was right. Although Brother Dog was beaten up badly, he did not lose in terms of 

momentum. Regardless of his injuries, the fight just now gave people the feeling that they were evenly 

matched. 



If they did not stop just now, then it was not that the Titan Juniors did not have a chance. After all, it was 

not that there were not cases where the momentum was sufficient to display a battle prowess that 

exceeded their own. However, when the other party fought until it was normal, it would be very sneaky 

if the other party suddenly retreated! 

Imposing manner was something that required one to use all one’s strength in one go. If one were to 

relax, it would be very difficult for him to get up again. 

As expected, after they separated, Brother Dog’s originally active muscles began to tremble due to a 

short period of relaxation. The injuries that he had temporarily forgotten by relying on his wild nature 

also erupted after he relaxed. It was obvious that it was somewhat difficult for him to even stand firm. 

Moreover, physical strength was also the key. The opponent’s biological armor clearly had energy 

reserves. After fighting for so long, it did not expend much of his physical strength. However, it was 

different for this Titan Junior.., from the rapid breathing, it seemed that the stamina consumption was 

nearing its peak. 

From the moment the opponent retreated for a short period of time, there was no longer any chance of 

victory! 

Now, she could only rely on the low-level native’s retreat plan. Although in her opinion, the success rate 

would not exceed 30% , but it was still better than nothing. Suddenly, she felt a little fortunate that she 

had been carried by this little girl all this while.., she didn’t think that she would throw herself away 

when she retreated, right? 

“Good fight!”The soldier’s voice was hoarse. “Ever since you were bestowed with strength by master, 

you are the first primitive man who can fight with me like this!” 

Brother dog: “Primitive Man…” 

“Surrender and accept master’s gift. With your talent, you will obtain strength that is even stronger than 

mine!” 

“You talk as if you’re very strong…”brother dog spat out a mouthful of blood and sneered, “Without that 

strange thing on your body, you’re just about the same as me…” 

“Is that so?”The soldier’s eyelids drooped slightly when he heard that. A hand slowly leaned on the hilt 

of his sword. Seeing this scene, Bob’s body trembled, he recalled the scene of the 30,000 cavalrymen 

charging forward being shattered by a dozen of such soldiers with the swords in their hands! 

He immediately shouted, “Go! !” 

David understood and was about to make a move when suddenly, there was a loud sound. A bright light 

lit up in the cellar like it was daytime. In an instant, a cut mark appeared beside Bob and David’s feet! 

The flat cut mark directly penetrated the cellar. The solid ground was split into several sections like tofu. 

This terrifying force instantly made David Freeze on the spot! 

This is… … What? David looked at the ground in a daze, then looked at the soldiers who had drawn their 

swords at some unknown time. The sword that looked like a piece of ice instantly made his heart freeze. 



Bob once again witnessed the despair of this force. To be honest, he felt that even if Luke called the 

soldiers over, it might not be of any use… … 

The female knight in Sunny’s arms also widened her eyes. The baby’s small eyes instantly widened. 

The Heaven’s fate sword! ! 

Oh My God, this native was actually equipped with the Heaven’s fate sword! ! 

As one of the Titan Corps commanders under the former third Lord, she naturally recognized what this 

equipment was. This was the standard weapon of the fourth Lord, Sylvanas’trump card, the Heaven’s 

fate corps! 

That transparent solid was not some piece of ice, but the flames of the death realm. The fire of the 

death realm was solid and had a strong cutting force. It was usually buried in the depths of the abyss of 

the world. 

Because of the strong cutting force, very few substances could withstand it. To make this kind of 

element into a weapon, one needed a very special metal of the death realm: Ink Crystal to stabilize its 

nature and fix its appearance. 

As for ink crystal, it was an item unique to the death realm. It was extremely rare in the market. 

Currently, the only ones that could mass produce it were the Sylvanas faction, who controlled many 

death realm passages. Furthermore, the other party had strictly controlled the export of ink crystal, as a 

result, the price of ink crystal was extremely expensive in the federation. Furthermore, there was no 

market for it. A weapon made from ink crystal was even harder to come by. 

As for the Heaven awaken sword that was unique to the Sylvanas faction, it was a top-tier equipment 

made from the flame of the death realm. Its value was estimated to be more than 100 million! 

Such a high-end weapon was used on a small native? And a mutated native? 

The female knight suddenly felt that if she died here today, it might be fated. She actually encountered 

such a ridiculous probability event! 

Brother Dog was obviously shocked by the power of the sword. After a long time, he slowly picked up 

the long spear that was standing on the ground from behind! 

“Give up… you won’t be able to withstand this power, not even one sword!”The soldier looked at 

brother dog coldly. 

Brother Dog didn’t say anything and took a defensive posture. 

“What a stubborn orc…”the soldier sighed in a rare human-like manner. Suddenly, his eyes turned to 

look at Sunny, who had been stunned for a long time. 

“You value this girl very much, right?” 

Hearing this, Brother Dog’s muscles stiffened! 

“Although I don’t know why an orc like you would care so much about a little human girl, I don’t think 

you want her to die, right?” 



Brother Dog:”…” 

Sunny fell to the ground in a daze. She bit her lips hard so that she wouldn’t scream, but her whole body 

was trembling like a frozen kitten. 

“Surrender…”the soldier said coldly, “Or I’ll kill her…” 

Surrender? 

Brother Dog only felt a buzzing sound in his ears, and he fell into a vague state… … 

As an ordinary person, he wanted to compromise when the person he valued was used as a hostage. 

Anyway, the other party didn’t want to kill him, right? 

However, for some reason, the blood in his body was boiling when he wanted to surrender. He even felt 

that it was a hundred times more boiling than during the battle. Brother Dog had the illusion that he was 

going to be burned! 

His entire body trembled, and an inexplicable sense of humiliation surged up in his heart! 

Dong Dong, Dong Dong, Dong Dong! ! 

A drum-like sound rang out in the cellar, making everyone, including the mutated soldier, look baffled! 

Where did the drum sound come from? David looked around and thought to himself, ‘could it be that 

reinforcements have arrived?’? 

The female knight in Sunny’s arms suddenly became excited, looking at the Trembling Brother Dog in 

disbelief! 

She immediately recognized that it was not the drum sound, it was the heartbeat sound, it was the 

symbol of the Imperial Titan System! 

Chapter 970: Royal Bloodline activated! 

What… What was that sound? 

The soldier slowly retreated, his muscles tensing up as he looked around vigilantly. He had experienced 

this feeling after becoming what he was now. In some forbidden areas that were clearly marked by their 

masters.., there were some existences that could make their hair stand on end just by their aura! 

When he had been on Lord Swein’s expedition and had no choice but to pass by some restricted areas in 

the forest, he had felt this kind of feeling very strongly. He remembered that time when he passed by 

the location of a canyon’s cold pool, in the waterfall.., a huge cold pupil passed through the waterfall, 

and with just a glance, it made the 100,000 elite soldiers dare not move. It was only when Lord Swein 

showed a blue rune that the terrifying pressure gradually dissipated. 

According to Lord Sweyne, many places now had top-tier biological weapons secretly nurtured by their 

master, and they were sternly warned not to enter the forbidden zone. 

But this was clearly outside the forbidden zone! How could there be such a feeling? 

 



Although this feeling was not as intense or as sharp as the fear, it was heavier, so heavy that it made him 

feel like kneeling… … 

Dong Dong, Dong Dong! 

The sound continued to ring like a drum. The entire space was extremely dull. No one knew how much 

time had passed. It was as if a century had passed. Everyone stood on the spot numbly. Their sweat had 

completely soaked through their clothes, it was as if they had been drenched by a rainstorm. 

Finally… … Brother Dog, who had caused all of this, slowly raised his head. His pair of eyes turned from 

Orange to gold. They were like the sun, lighting up the entire cellar. 

The female knight who saw this scene was finally completely certain! 

This kid had the bloodline of the Titan Royal Family! ! 

But… why would he appear here? 

To be honest, it was already unreasonable for a Green Titan with such a pure bloodline to appear in such 

a remote place. The appearance of the royal bloodline was completely a magical story… … 

After all, as a titan powerhouse, she was very clear that the once powerful branch of the Green Titan 

had long disappeared without a trace. There was no longer any mention of the royal family in the Titan 

bloodline… … 

“It’s You! !”Compared to the female Knight’s shock and inner core, the soldier was even more shocked 

at the current appearance. When he saw Brother Dog’s pair of golden eyes that carried an incomparable 

pressure, the soldier’s face was filled with disbelief. 

He did not understand, why would a primitive life form that his master described as inferior have such a 

terrifying pressure? 

Brother Dog expressionlessly raised his long spear and slowly pointed it at the opposite side. At this 

moment, his state was very blurry. All of his actions were completely based on his body’s instincts and 

the ancient memories from his genes. 

What a strange starting stance… 

The soldier looked at the other party with an extremely grave expression and tightly held the sword in 

his hand. The other party’s starting stance was extremely strange, but it also contained a hidden 

pattern. In an instant, he had the illusion that the entire world was revolving around him! 

Imperial stance! ! 

The female Knight’s breathing quickened. Although she had only heard of this kind of thing in the 

records of countless historians, it was definitely the first time she had seen it with her own eyes. 

However, as a titan with a high purity of blood, even if it was the first time she saw it, she could instantly 

recognize it. This was a secret technique from the Titan Imperial family. It was a type of memory that 

was carved in the genes, and it was the most realistic, and it would definitely not have any errors in the 

memory! 



“You… who exactly are you?”The soldier retreated repeatedly. Before they even exchanged blows, he 

realized that it was impossible for him to win. Even if he had the divine sword bestowed by his master, it 

was impossible for him to win… … 

Brother Dog did not say anything. He raised his hand and thrust his spear forward. At that moment, 

everyone felt as if the entire world had gone silent. Everything seemed to have been wiped out by that 

spear.., in the next second, the soldier who was dozens of feet away disappeared from the spot. 

The physical and spiritual sense of it disappeared completely, including the Heaven’s fate sword, which 

surprised the female knight. It also disappeared with its master, leaving only a black shadow on the 

spot! 

Seeing this scene, David and Bob froze on the spot, feeling as if their entire worldview had collapsed. 

Although they did not know what Titan was, nor did they know what imperial bloodline it was, their 

biological instincts could feel it, it was an incomparably great move, perhaps even greater than this 

world! 

———— — 

At this time, the Count’s mansion was in a dispute because of Sunny’s disappearance. 

“Why didn’t anyone mention this to me?”The Earl roared angrily in the hall. “My daughter has been 

missing for a day and you’ve been keeping this from me? What do you want? What do you want?” 

At the end of his sentence, the Earl looked at his current wife angrily. 

The Earl’s wife sat on the ground with a pale face. At this moment, she gave up on her last bit of hope. It 

was obvious that the earl was going to let her take the blame. 

She had actually thought of it long ago. The man she married seemed to dote on her very much, but he 

was actually a person with a cold nature! She should not have been surprised that he would do this. 

Why should she have any hope? 

At this moment, in the hall, the Duke of Red River, Bondi, looked coldly at the acting count and walked 

toward the south courtyard expressionlessly. 

“Sir… sir…”the count quickly went forward. “Be careful. There might be orcs hiding in that position…” 

Bundy did not even look at him and walked straight out. The Count and the others followed behind him. 

Luke, who was originally dragged by Bundy to see her granddaughter, also had a cold expression on his 

face. 

How could a descendant of the direct line of descent of the Count’s mansion, who had gone missing for 

a day, not know about this? This proved how terrible the situation was for the granddaughter that Bondi 

had always been talking about! 

The few of them followed the earl all the way to the residence of Sunny, whom the servant had 

mentioned. 

It was an incomparably simple and shabby small courtyard. Along the way, the other young 

ladies’courtyards were filled with incomparably exquisite pavilions and gardens. Only the south 



courtyard was incomparably desolate and overgrown with weeds, it was obvious that there were not 

enough gardeners to take care of it before it became like this. 

The courtyard was relatively clean, but there weren’t any noble flowers in the garden. There were only a 

bunch of neat cherry trees and some easy-to-raise orchids. 

The cherry trees were growing very well. They had obviously been meticulously taken care of. 

Bundy stood rooted to the ground. Looking at the cherry trees, his originally cold and hard face 

softened. Then, the iron-like tough man’s eyes suddenly turned red. 

“Bundy?”Luke slowly walked up, puzzled. 

Bundy muttered, “Elena loved to eat cherries when she was young, so she planted a bunch of cherry 

trees in her small yard…” 

Everyone was silent. The count behind him was extremely pale. From his words, it seemed that the old 

Duke did not care about his daughter, but why had he not contacted his daughter for so many years? 

This made him mistakenly think that Elena had no value, but he did not expect… 

“These footprints…”Luke lowered his head and changed the topic of Bundy’s sadness. He was concerned 

about the fact that there was indeed a footprint on the ground that was obviously not a human’s. 

Bundy glanced at it and stared coldly at the count. “You said that yesterday, after the orcs invaded, you 

sent Elites to protect Sunny?” 

“Yes… yes…”the count quickly replied. 

“Then why are there no footprints of your elites in this courtyard?”Bundy said coldly. “Even if you came 

late and didn’t make it in time, there must be footprints, right?” 

The count immediately broke out in cold sweat. He quickly turned around and roared, “Jaime, last night, 

when the orcs broke in, didn’t I tell you to send Elites to protect Miss Sunny immediately?” 


